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Caret 
says
 upgrade 
will come
 
within 
Computer 
improvements
 
hinge 
on voters
 
By 
Russell
 flail 
Spartan Dann Stall Wnier 
President 
Robert  L. Caret 
announced
 
Tuesday 
that  SISU's 
campus
-wide com-
puter 
system  will be 
upgraded
 within 
CARET 
one v..11 t.ith the hi Ili 
of a pending
 stale 
In his second 
news 
conference  of 
the semester, Caret
 
spoke  of what the pass-
ing 
of Proposition 203 
would mean to the 
university, the positive 
sides of SJSU's school -
wide diversity and 
about his CODlillUillg
 
I onlmitmeilt to 
establishing SJSU as a "metropolitan uni-
versity." 
Proposition 203, a bond measure, 
would
 
pl.'s('  to
 be a big factor in upgrad-
ing 
the 
system. Caret
 said. If passed in 
March,
 
Proposition 203 
would  bring 
approximately $25 
million to the school, 
of %shit h $8 million would go to telecom-
ncations. 
Along with the allotted state money, 
Caret said he has been working 
with 
groups
 of local 
linsin.
 to generate 
more 
funds. 
"It will happen
 (upgrade of computer
 
system) 
in the next twelve 
months,"  Caret 
said. "The first 
wave
 of money will get 
things
 rolling."
 
Caret said 
the plan is to add 60 new 
modems and 
to make it possible for any-
one in any 
part of the state to tie into the
 
university 
system. 
The  university currently has 
three  task 
forces working with the 
university
 comput-
WEDNESDAY 
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In golf and an 
all-American 
See page 6 ... 
one  year 
It network. One overlooks
 the techina al 
infrastructure,
 another is responsible
 for 
education and research 
and  the final task 
force handles
 administrative 
duties.  
Caret said he believes computer
 knowl-
edge is 
important  as a basic 
component to 
overall literacy and 
feels  the universits 
must provide the 
curriculum
 and faculty 
to 
enhance computer 
literacy.  
"I don't think 
it
 is as important to 
know 
See 
Caret,  page 
4 
Sports
  
Inundated
 
Fair
 has
 
enough to 
keep SJSU
 busy for 
days  
PlIrtl 0 Pt  
AAitt
 t St Ottl  SItS 55 I) 
By Paul Eiser 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
For the last two days students 
could go run-
ning through a 
velcro  maze wearing a 
velcro
 
suit, joust
 buddies into submission,
 double their 
girth, become sumo 
wrestlers and collect free
 
product 
samples,  all in the name
 of fun. 
The fun filled 
days  were the Sports 
Illustrated 
Campus Fest, run
 by 
MarketSource
 and 
sponsored
 by the 
Spartan Bookstore. 
"The whole 
idea
 is to bring corpo-
rations  and students together in a fun 
and free atmosphere,"
 said event 
manager Larry
 Hess. 
"They (students) get
 a lot of free 
gifts ... anytime
 a student can walk 
away 
with  a free 
sample
 of detergent 
they're happy," 
Hess
 said. 
MarketSource
 takes the event 
to
 25 
different 
schools all over
 the country 
throughout  the year. They 
also spend 
two weeks in 
Daytona  Beach during 
spring break. 
"We do this school 
(SJSU) once a 
year," Hess 
said. 
"It's kind 
of
 nice they chose 
us
 as one of the 
campuses," 
said John Rimbach,
 associate direc-
tor 
of retail operations
 for the 
Spartan  
Bookstore.
 "(The goal is)
 to have an 
event  on 
campus that
 provides fun for
 the students. 
It's
 a 
nice break. Its a 
good
 release for all 
the  stresses 
that
 are building up," 
Rirnbach  said. 
44 
It's
 just a 
big free fest for 
students. It's a 
lot 
of fun. 
Debbie DiMaggio 
festival
 worker 
I'll
 
LEFT: During the Sports Illustrated Campus 
Fest,  Tia 
Turnball  was shooting some hoops 
early  Tuesday morning before the students 
began to enjoy the 
festivities.
 Poor early morn-
ing weather contributed to a 
slow start for the 
event's  final day of  free 
activities.
 
The 
proof is in the organizations 
0
 By Leslie Asbury 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Diversity. A term that most 
n on the SJSU campus ca relate 
to. 
By 
taking
 a walk 
thrtrugh
 
r,..impus.
 one can see ethnicities 
from
 all over the world. Upon 
entering this university, you 
hear lectures on diversity. The 
community you are centered in is 
a puzzle of different cultures fit-
ting together to make a city. 
SPARTAN
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How tan stt 111,111%  
ilmll.'tctmi ii'.' 
toms and traditions
 come together 
in one institution without 
a 
tremendous  clash? How can one 
feel able to 
hold onto his or her 
culture
 while being integrated 
into 
the American 
culture? How can 
one
 go about feeling like he or she 
belongs  to something? 
Clubs and organizations. In a 
university 
where 50.7 percent of 
the 1995 fall semester students are 
Roseanne  sues 
A jury was chosen 
Tuesday to hear a breach -
of
-contract
 lawsuit pitting 
Roseanne  and
 her 
ex-hus-
band, Tom Arnold, against 
a New York 
manufacturer  
for using
 their names. 
Pig. 3 
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organizations
 to go and experi-
ence different cultures. 
"There
 is something
 for (Act %-
body," 
said  Phil 
Sanders, 
it 
it 
es 
coordinator in 
Student  Ai to
 
IRS. 
"Those that are concerned with 
the issues are represented." 
He also said 
that it is the 
prerog-
ative of the students to join a club 
or take the iii 
it ltive to start a new 
See 
Diversity, page
 4 
Forbes
 wins Arizona 
Steve Forbes captured 
Arizona's winner
-take -all 
primary Tuesday,
 while 
Bob Dole 
won  the support 
of both North
 and South 
Dakota.
 
 Page
 5 
Events offered at the 
festival  included human 
bowling where 
people  were put into a 
giant hol-
low sphere and rolled at 
a frame of giant bowl-
ing pins, 
an
 arcade where students
 could play 
their favorite video games
 and free hairstyling. 
"Every booth 
has  something free," said 
Debbie  DiMaggio, who 
was
 working a registra-
tion
 booth. 
Raffles were also being offered 
by sponsors, for which the Spartan 
Bookstore 
donated
 a mountain 
bike. 
"It's just a 
big  free fest for stu-
dents. Its a lot 
of
 fun," DiMaggio 
said. 
The students 
agreed.  Mike 
Mazdeh, an 
electrical  engineering 
major, 
said  he was having 
a ball 
with the joust and
 bungee rim. 
"It takes
 your thoughts
 off of 
school
 ... pure fun.
 It brings 
friends 
together,"
 Mazdeli said. 
"You get entertained by a  lot of 
people. It's fun. I 
wish
 they could do a 
variety
 of 
different things 
a couple of times 
a year ... it 
helps 
people  relax," said Anna 
Liza,  an occupa-
tion therapy
 major. 
Liza said 
she liked all the free 
trial products 
offered. "It
 helps them 
(students)
 see more 
options.
 You get to do things 
you normally have 
to pay for, like hair
 styling. I never thought 
1 
could do anything
 with ( my hair)," Liza
 said. 
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ABOVE: John 
Lautmann is strapped 
into a 
large steel cage which
 is about to be "bowled"
 
down a lane. 
The  large ball is part of an 
over-
sized bowling lane. 
Each participant gets two 
tries at the pins down 
the lane and attempts to 
get the highest amount
 of points 
Fraternity
 offers 
self-discovery  
By 
Leslie
 Asbury 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Delta Lambda
 Phi, a fraternity tor 
gas and bisexual men.
 
gives
 its members the 
chance  to discover 
themselves.  It is a 
campus 
based  organization that
 allows members of 
the com-
munity to
 
t 
tin. 
"We are
 a support system,"
 said Joshua 
Greene,
 a member 
of Delta Lambda
 Phi. 'We are there
 for those who wish
 tri dis-
cover 
who 
they  are."
 
It is
 
is national
 fraternity that
 is open to any 
males who are 
See 
Discovery,  page 4 
Let it snow.. 
let it 
snow 
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THE 
CANVIDATt 
IS 
HE 
IN
 
-PM? 
40 
WATCH
 
HIM Cti 
TV.  
 
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Editorial
 
Equal  free 
air  time 
promote  
fairness
 
Jii
 the 
arena, to sut-
vive is to hold a 
large purse. 
Political 
Darwinism in the 
'90s has seen political candidates 
without substantial 
financial
 
bac king drop
 like flies. 
Candidates have shelled out a 
substantial amount of money 
pi intuiting their campaign. In 
the '94 presidential campaign, 
candidates, 
including
 President 
Clinton,
 spent a total of $8.8 mil-
lion in television advertisements. 
Television 
advertisements,  from 
federal to local levels totaled 
$355 million. 
That's ridiculous.
 But who is at 
fault? The candidate who 
intends  
to spend an 
outrageous  sum to 
forward their political ideas 
and 
aspirations, 
which  in the process 
edges out other qualified 
candi-
dates 
who  do not have enough to 
compete fiscally? Why 
should the 
candidate's 
economic  position 
determine 
his or her 
success
 
rate? 
Or can we 
blame  the 
television
 
Electing an 
official should not 
be based on 
economics...  
networks charging 
thousands, or 
even
 millions, of dollars for a 
prime time advertising 
spot? Are 
these 
networks acting irresponsi-
bly? 
Media mogul
 Rupert Murdoch 
may 
have  found a solution. 
Murdoch 
announced  that he 
would provide uncensored free 
air time on 
his  FOX television 
network to leading presidential 
candidates,
 pending FCC 
approval. 
Murdoch is "donating" 
one 
half  hour to Republican nomi-
nees and 
another  half hour to 
Democratic
 
nominees
 on 
Nov.  
4,
 
election
 
eve.  
An
 
additional
 10 
minutes  
 to 
address
 10 
issues
 
 
would  be 
given 
to the 
candi-
dates
 on 
Murdoch's
 
more
 than
 
200
 
affiliates.
 
FOX  
would  
also  
give
 up 
more  
time
 if 
other  
networks
  
ABC,  
NBC,  
CBS  and 
others
  
would  
follow 
its lead.
 An 
hour 
on
 the 
FOX 
network
 is 
worth  $1 
million.
 
These
 other 
networks
 should.
 
We 
applaud  
Murdoch
 and
 FOX 
for
 taking 
on the 
responsibility
 
of 
educating
 
voters  
and  
reducing  
the 
avalanche
 of 
mud
-slinging  
commercials.
 
Ideally,  
society 
should
 elect 
an 
official
 who
 is 
qualified
 for the 
job, but 
lately it 
has 
come 
down
 to who
 has the
 
most
 
money.
 
Electing 
an official 
should not
 
be based
 on 
economics,  
but on 
qualifications  
and 
competence.
 
Other 
networks  
should 
follow  
suit. 
We
 are tired
 of paying
 for 
our 
elected
 
officials.  
Event 
Center  
needs a name 
that 
means  
something
 
Editor's
 note:
 Certam
  _ 
con fidentia I Even t 
Center material 
can-
not be reported on by 
Justin Carder due to 
conflicting i nterests. 
Mr Carder can not 
wryte abcrut the serre, 
faculty martini bar 
hidden beneath the   
JUSTIN
 
, 
CARDER  
structuir. Nor can he fairly discuss those wild a/v tech ca14,-
soldering parties that are reported to occur after MIN men!. 
Mr.  Carder mceives a salary for audio-visual "work' he does 
at the Event Center His tInnions, thercfum
 
an' likely biased 
and 
should  not be wholly trusted. Thank you and rimui with 
caulimi.
 
Ishould
 be honest with you. I work for the Event 
Center even though
 my paycheck says something 
about the Student Union, corp. 
I am an audio-visual technician, which, technically, 
means I drag 
cable around. Remember the geek at 
your high school pep rallies who got pelted with 
trash when the music for the 
cheerleaders  wouldn't 
pia% Thdt., ow  c)oi, 
now.  I screw up the national 
.iiithern at Big West basketball games. Too had I'm. 
graduating  I would have liked to move up to the 
WAC. 
The Event Center is not a bad place to work. Cool 
gigs, 
convenient  hours, decent staff, tasks my simple 
little brain can handle  I like it there. 
I even like how 
it looks,  though I'm not sure that 
pink was the best color scheme to choose. I'd 
have to 
Letter 
We need to 
turn  
to what's been good  
things  that make 
SJSU  
happy and bright. We 
should turn to the 
Event  
Center's other 
tenant...   
ask someone else about that. 
The Event Center is not 
that
 bad of a structure, 
large, but not overpowering. I'd call it sturdy looking.
 
I'm told that it is built pretty 
solidly and might not be 
the worst place to be if an earthquake hits 
San  Jose. 
I'm told the best place to be if an earthquake hits San 
Jose is 
Ukiah.
 
Still, the Event 
Center
 ig a iiiifx3Fffit 
to San 
Jose State University than Ukiah 
will  ever be. 
That's why it's 
time to give it a better name. 
What
 
exactly is an event anyway? 
Where  is its center? 
One time, during a 
Christian crusade tour, 
which  I 
assumed to be an event, I decided
 to find the center. 
Using  precise measuring devices and 
Rosecrucian
 tri-
angulation, I pin
-pointed the exact center of this par-
ticular event. It was a man
 named Bud, in row W, seat 
4.
 He trlieved Jesus loved him. I 
believed Jesus loved 
him, 
too.
 But is this what we want to 
name a building 
after? 
Let's find someone 
important  but unique  not 
corporate scum like
 Stanford and Santa Clara turn to 
so they can pilfer 
pockets.
 We should pick someone 
to represent SJSU to the
 world. It's time to rename 
the Event Center. 
Since former university 
president Gail Fullerton 
pushed so hard for the 
center  in the first place, it 
might not be a bad idea to 
honor  her. The problem 
is the Fullerton Center would 
remind people of one 
of the ugliest cities in world. 
Sorry,
 Gail, but we'll 
have to catch you later. 
Fullerton's
 baby, the SJSU basketball 
program,  has-
n't produced 
many  likely candidates, either. The
 
brightest light, Ricky 
Berry, the Spartan career points 
leader, is too tragic a tale
 to be associated with the 
building. In another world, Berry, who killed 
himself 
during his first season 
in the NBA, would be in the 
middle of a hall of fame career,
 and the Berry Center 
would sound. 
just fine. On my planet, the name 
would just be, as sad as Spartan
 athletics. 
In fact, or fiction'
 even, nobody from SJSU sports 
history gives the building its 
proper  persona. Mark 
Langston,  Johnny Johnson, Ken Caminiti, Patty 
Sheehan, Babe Ruth (OK, 
so I'm a liar)  all of 
them made it to the professional level but none of 
them say (one side of 
the  arena and then the other) 
SAN ... HO-SAY 
We need to 
turn  to what's been good  things 
that make SJSU happy 
and  bright. We should turn to 
the Event Center's 
other tenant  good old rock-
'n'roll 
music.
 
Walk up to the second floor of the
 Student Union 
and check out that 
painting
 on the wall. Naked 
humans leap from soft planets in a 
blue  and hopeful 
sky. Dennis Nolan's 
"What  Were Vices Are Now 
Habits" is a trip. It tripped out
 the Doobie Brothers 
enough that they named an album after it 
while  they 
grooved San Jose. The Doobie Arena would be cool. 
Maybe cooler yet would be a tribute to 
another  lit-
tle South Bay band that went 
by the name of the 
Warlocks as they played the first of the electric Kool-
Aid acid tests right here in downtown San Jose. A fel-
low called Jerry played with them. He's dead now. 
But he was always grateful. 
The Jerry Garcia Memorial Auditorium is a mouth-
ful.  But it's something. It's not Bud at the center of 
an event. 
It's  a something that was a someone who 
touched a lot of hearts. I m not 
a Dead-head, but I 
can just see the attention the name would generate. 
It may, be the 
name  of another dead hippie, but it 
would be interesting. It would be positive.
 It would be 
good for SJSU. Plus, 
it
 would set the ground for some 
fine marketing with Ben and Jerry's Cherry Garcia 
Ice Cream. 111 take my commission in Chunky 
Monkey. 
Justin Carder is a Spartan Daily Columnist. He now 
receives e-mail at mendoeix.netcom.com. 
His column 
apparrs every Wednesday. 
The 
myth  of social 
Darwinism
 is 
resurfacing
 again
 today 
Last semester I was appalled to hear a 
fellow
 student speak approvingly of a doc-
trine called "Social Darwinism.' The stu-
dent evoked the theory of social 
Darwinism in an attempt to justify the 
ever-growing 
disparit% between the rich 
and 
poor in Amerii an society. The key 
phrase here is "attempt to justify." As a 
stu-
dent of history and political science I 
feel 
a sense of duty to debunk 
social
 
Darwinism, an idea that, like a zombie 
returning from the dead, seems to  have 
recently gained new life. 
Social Darwinism 
was a theory devel-
oped by Herbert Spencer
 of England and 
his American disciple 
William  Sumner. 
The theory was a 
mutated
 variant of 
Charles  Darwin's theory of evolution.
 
Charles 
Darwin  postulated that an organ-
ism that was better
 equipped with physical 
characteristics (sharper 
claws,
 faster 
motion) to survive a hostile environment
 
would live longer and produce more off-
spring than an individual
 without those 
physical characteristics. 
Herbert Spencer put a new spin on 
this 
theory 
with  his concept of "social 
Darwinism" or, as the phrase 
he is most 
noted for goes, "survival of the fittest." 
Social Darwinism
 speculates that individu-
als
 and groups who have characteristics
 
that are more beneficial
 to their survival 
will succeed better and lead society on 
to 
new and better social structures, thus 
spurring
 society on to greater levels of 
progress. 
There are several problems with 
Spencer's 
thesis. 
First, and fore-
most,  Spencer 
does not take 
into account the 
adverse effects 
that money can 
have
 on a society. 
Money
 can 
some-
times be acquired without effort 
or wis-
dom.  Sometimes money is 
acquired 
through inheritance, sometimes 
through  
thievery, sometimes through exploitation.
 
Money. a 
beneficial
 characteristic to sur-
vival, is not 
necessarily
 acquired by  the 
most virtuous or the most socially 
devel-
oped. In fact, in the case of dishonesty 
and exploitation money 
is clearly a digres-
sion of social progress. 
The 
regressive  effects of
 money 
are  wit-
nessed in the 
early part
 of the 20th 
centu-
ry
 when corporations 
merged
 mid 
monopolized.
 The owners of these 
large  
factories effectively
 exploited their desti-
tute employees. Workers were 
locked in 
factories 
to
 work for bare substance wages. 
Eight -year -olds 
worked
 in coal mines, 
while the elite, who bought and 
sold
 legis-
lators,  lived in unimaginable 
luxuries. To 
say 
that the elite were leading 
society  to a 
progressive
 future is to ignore and 
distort  
the truth beyond the limns
 of reason. 
Social Darwinism 
is
 often used as a 
justification  for exploitation and  
conspicuous  
consumption.
  
Second, 
social  Darwinism is guilty of the 
false reasoning 
pattern
 known as "begging 
the question. 
"Begging
 the question is a 
psuedo-reason that 
simply
 renames an 
effect  and calls the new name a 
cause.
 For 
example, social Darwinism attributes 
supremacy 
to certain classes, races, gen-
ders, or families simply
 because they are 
wealthier. In the same way that we cannot
 
prove that a frog
 jumps because it rapidly 
extend its legs, we 
cannot
 'prove the rich 
are better because 
they are better off. 
Third, social Darwinism is often used as 
a justification for 
exploitation  and con-
spicuous  consumption. Those who bask in 
luxury
 at the expense of other's labor and 
depravation often point 
to a theory that 
has a vague resemblance of rationality as a 
justification or excuse for their 
own  lack 
of civic responsibility. Having the power 
and means to help others, while withhold-
ing and 
abusing others who live in misery 
is wrong. So, 
the  elite need a reason, a 
theory, or an ideology to make 
them feel better. Social Darwinism 
is just such a theory or, to be more 
precise, just such an excuse. 
Good excuses were needed in 
large measure during the early 
part of the 20th century. 
Unconscionable treatment of 
workers 
was  at its all time peak. In 
1911 seamstresses were 
locked
 in the 
Triangle Shirtwaist 
Company.
 They 
worked 12 -hour shifts 
for $3 to $15 per 
week. Fire escapes were in disrepair and 
fire sprinklers were nonexistent. A fire at 
the  factory trapped hundreds of women 
inside. Many women leaped out of the 
burning 10-story buildings. Some landed 
on the sidewalk and some on the spiked 
iron fence that guarded the factory. One 
hundred and forty-six women died as a 
result 
of others' greed and exploitation. 
Last, social Darwinism is associated with 
the discredited notion of white suprema-
cy. In the late 1800s 
the  theory, along with 
divine law, meant that the fittest people, 
those of Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic hered-
ity, could assert dominance over people 
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hens 
who had less material
 wealth. The theory 
was  used to rationalize 
the subjugation, 
enslavement,
 and 
genocide
 of native 
pop-
ulations for 
the purposes 
of
 colonialism. 
Social 
Darwinism
 has not 
been a benefi-
cial theory 
to
 sociologists. 
The  theory has 
no useful 
application  to 
help
 us under-
stand 
or
 form solutions
 to today's
 com-
plex social
 problems. 
It is distressing
 to 
hear so 
many  returning to 
this ill-founded 
idea. Social 
Darwinism is a 
pseudo -science 
that needs to 
be exposed for 
the irrespon-
sible myth 
that
 it is. 
We need real 
solutions  to the 
complex  
social
 problems 
that  plague our 
nation, 
not 
simplistic
 feel -good 
notions like 
social 
Darwinism.
 Ultra 
simplistic  solutions
 that 
simply give 
us
 justifications for
 social prob-
lems will 
actually
 exacerbate
 the prob-
lems. 
We need to 
look
 for real 
solutions  to 
crime, teen 
pregnancy, 
decline  in 
educa-
tion,  the 
disintegration  of 
families,  and 
the 
ever
 growing 
disparity  in incomes,
 not 
to
 the false 
promises  of a 
failed  theory. 
David 
Perzinski 
Political Science 
Opinion  Page Policies
 
All Spartan Daily readers 
are encouraged to express 
themselves  on the Opinion
 page with a Letter ,to 
the 
Editor or Campus Viewpoint. 
Letters or 
viewpotnts  must be typed 
and  may be: 
*put  in the Letters to the 
Editor box at the Spartan 
Daily 
office in Dwight Bentel Hall,
 room 209 
faxed to (406)924-S237 or 
mailed  to the Spartan 
Daily  Opinion Page Editor,
 
School
 of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, San 
Jose State 
University. One 
Washington
 Square. San Jose.
 
CA,  95190-0149. 
Submissions
 become the
 property of the Spartan
 Daily 
and 
may be edited for clarity, 
grammar,  libel and length. 
uhetbstons must 
somata  the author's nesse,
 
address.
 pitons name 
slenstare  and es tabor. 
BdIterfak
 are "Mlles
 
by. and are Ohs consensus 
of Mie Spartan 
lbeip When. not Ilse  stall. 
Published
 opinions and advertisements do not neces-
sarily recedes. 
clews of the Spartan Daily, the School of 
Journalism and Mass Communications or SiSli. 
1 
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Today  
American
 Marketing 
Association
 
NETSCAPE  will be a 
guest.  
4:30p.m.-5:45p.m.
 
Business  
Classrooms,
 mi.
 215. 
Call 
259-9425. 
Asian 
Student Support Group 
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.-
4p.m. Administration
 Bldg.. 
rm. 201. 
Call
 924-5910. 
Associated  
Students  
Program 
Board  (ASPS) 
Fatal Chidert, 
MTV  news 
editor and
 author Mee 
admisssion). 7p.m. 
Student
 
Union,
 
Ballroom.  
Call 
924-6261.
 
Bhakti-Yoga Association 
Meeting and 
slide  shim., 
"India. 
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
 
Student Union, Costanoan 
mi. Call 
288-6360.
 
BuhvenLytton 
English
 Club 
Meeting, with entertainment 
and refreshments. 12:30pm. 
Faculty Offices. nn. 104. 
Call 436-7471. 
Campus 
Democrats 
Weekly 
meeting. 4p.m. 
Student Union, Montalvo 
mi. Call 364-1243. 
Career Center 
Job Fair '96. 10a.m.-3p.m. 
The Event 
Center.
 
Call 924-6033 
Catholic  Campus
 Ministry 
Mass. 12noon. John XXII 
Center, 195 E. San 
Fernando 
St. Call 
938-1610,  
Concert Choir
 
Choir needs tenors and 
altos.  
Apply 9a. tn.-10:30a.m.
 
usic 
Bldg.,
 Choral Activities
 
office.
 Call 924-4332. 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Business -presentation skills 
seminar With 
j 
Lyte & 
Associates. It10p.m. Student 
Union, Pacheco rm. 
Call
 
223-9401.
 
Department
 of 
Nnuidon
 
& 
Food Science 
Body fat measurement
 
3:15p.m.495p.m. Central 
Classroom Bldg., 
rm.  101. 
Call 
924-3110,
 
Disabled Students 
Association
 
Meeting
 for anyone
 anyone 
interested, 3:45patn. Student 
Union, Council 
Chambers.
 
Call 
2634)543.  
Fantasy and Strategy Club 
)pr 
ii "RP( ; 
gaming."
 
nip.tit-
 
101).10.
 Student  
I'nion, 
Pacheco nti. Call 924-7097. 
Jewish Student Union 
"Cale Night" at Zucto's. 
9p.ni-1 I p. in. First 
and  
San Fri nando
 streets. 
Call 924,3685.
 
Liberal Studies Society 
Community service pro-
ject, "X-tnas in April." 6:30p.m-
8p.m.
 
Student  
Union,  
Guadalupe rm. Call 297-8944. 
Library Donations
 
and 
Sales Unit 
Ongoing
 book sale.  
10ain.-
2p.m. 
Wahlquist  library, 
rm. 408 and ( lark Library, 
lobby.
 Call
 924-2705. 
Meteorology
 Seminar Series 
Dr. Ralph T. Cheng will
 speak 
about "Numerical
 
Modeling
 of
 
Estuaurine
 
I lydrodyniunics." 
:45a.m.- 2:45p.111. Ditncan 
Hall, rm. 615. Call 924-5200. 
Pi Alpha 
Theta 
The History Honors 
society  
will present
 'The Caribbean 
and African Diaspora: A Part 
of the African American 
Heritage." 
3p.m-4:30p.m.  
Dudley Moorhead Hall, rm. 
164. Call 2704644. 
ReEntry  Advisory
 Program 
(REAP) 
Brown bag 
lunch,  and talk on 
overcoming
 
the fear of public 
speaking. 
12ruxer-1:30p.m.  
Student Union, Pacheco no. 
Call 924-5950. 
Rebury Advisory Program 
(REAP)
 
Evening advising
 
program.
 
5p.m.-7p.m.
 
Student  Union,
 
third floor lobby 
Call 
924-5950.  
 
School of Art and Design 
Snicitiat gallery exhibits.  
11 arna4p.rit. Art 13Idg. 
Call 
924-4.330.  
Sociology  Club 
Meeting. 3p.ritalp.m.
 
Dudley 'Moorhead Hall, 
rm. 226B. Call 
929,5323. 
Student Health Services 
African-American 
volunteer
 
hone marrow drive. 9a.m.-
3p.m.  
Student Union, 
Almaden rm Call 924-6117. 
Tai Chi Wushu
 Club 
Sot 
kont.  Spin 
lop.ni.
 
Spartan
 ( kimplex 
West, 
202. Call 
92444074.  
Thursday  
Asian 
American  
tiuistian  
Fellowship  
1 
.bat 
ertensurs
 of a Disciple." 
7:30p.m. 
Student  Union,
 
Almaden rm. Call 28641427.
 
Associated
 Students
 
Adventures
 
Deadline
 
for signing 
up
 for 
time
 
skiisnowboard  trip.
 9a.m.-
430p.m.
 Sign up at 
Student
 
I'lliOn, 
A.S.
 Business Office. 
Call 924-6218. 
Career Center 
Co-Op 
orientation.
 
5:30p.m.  
Student 
Union,  Umunhum 
rm. 
Call  
924-6)33.
 
Catholic Campus
 Ministry 
Mass. 
12noon.
 John
 
XXII 
Center, 195 E. San Fernando 
Si Call 
938-1610.
 
Chicanos
 in Health 
Education 
and 
Pre-Med
 Club 
A pathologist from
 USE 
Dr. I 
kitty Sanchez, will 
speak.  
5:30p.ni. Duncan Hall,
 rm. 
345. Call 
226-2219.  
Disabled  Students 
Association 
First 
general meeting. 
3:45p.m.
 Student 
Union,
 
Council
 
Chambers,
 
Call 
263-0543,
 
Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual  
Alliance 
Meeting. 3:30pan.-5p.m. 
MacQuarrie  Hall, rm. 
223. 
Improvised  
Music Studies 
Mariachi workshop. (one
 unit 
('redit,  registration
 is 
) 
7p.m.-0:30p.m. Music Bldg., 
rm. 186. Call 
924-4675. 
The Listening Hour 
Musicians from the University 
of Dayton will perform 
Can tecor trios
 (soprano, horn 
and piano), and Romantic 
Period trios. 12:30pama 
1:15p.m.
 Music Bldg., 
Concert Hall. Call 
9244631.  
School of Art and Design 
Student
 gallery 
exhibits.
 
I I amt4p.m.
 Art Bldg_ 
Call 924-4330. 
Spans
 tatictr  is 
lite and avail-
able to Atudenb., 
faculty & 
allociations 
Deadline it 5pni 
rim 
days  bthre 
publication.
 
Forma stailable 
al Dail 209. 
Entriet rutty be 
edited to allow 
tot 
vac,  
restrit.,  
tions 
Jury selected for Roseanne contract lawsuit 
LOS ANGELES 
(Al')
 
- A jury 
was chosen Tuesday 
to hear the 
breach -of
-contract  lawsuit pitting 
Roseanne and 
her  ex-husband, 
Tom Arnold, against a 
New  York 
manufacturer 
over
 the use of their 
names for a 
clothing
 line. 
Roseanne, wearing a 
black  blaz-
er and a 
long
 floral skirt, 
sat  wit 1 
her  attorneys 
as
 
the jury 
pool  was 
$39 
contacts
 
(B.1  (.55') 
$59 
glasses 
(i.ele. 
Ted styles) 
eye 
exams
 
av.illable
 
call
 t,,m 
detail,
 and 
make
 
JCPenney's  
Optical  
Eastridge
 
Mall 
408-238-8160
 
(bring
 in ilus 
;id behire 
2-29-9(i) 
PARIS
 
$199* 
London
 
$209*
 
Frankfurt
 
$229*  
Amsterdam
 
$265*
 
Madrid
 
$289*  
Costa  
Rica
 
$293*
 
EOM
 
Travel
  
394  
University
 
Ave.,  
Suite  
2(X)
 
Palo
 
Alto,  
CA
 
94301  
408-295-8886
 
httpilivrww.ciee.orgtctsictshomts.htm
 
EURAILPASSES
 
whittled to a panel of five 
women Hupp said the trial should last 
and three men. 
U.S. District Judge Harry L. 
not discuss the case. 
about two 
weeks.
 Roseanne would 
Think  
131 
G 
Think PIZZA
 
Think GRANDE PIZZERIA 
15"/. OFF Any Enttne $3.00 
OFF 
Large  or 
X-Late Pizza 
$150 OFF 
Medium  Pizza $1.00 OFF Small Pizza 
within coupon!! 
SAN CARLOS AT 4TH ST. 
292-2840 
EXP 3-20-96, 
HAIR SKIN 
COSMETICS
 
DE 
A 
MATRIX 
MODEL 
Get a free cut, color, perm 
and/or cosmetic
 makeover. 
Bring a friend. 
Must have 
healthy hair and want to 
update
 your 
look. 
Matrix Staff will 
be
 on 
campus in front of the 
Student 
Union  on March 
5th  
& 6th for sign-up. Or call 
Randy at (408)736-4530. 
Model call 
is
 March 19th, 
7:00
 PM at The Hyatt 
1740 
N. 1st St. 
San Jose CA. 
(408)993-1234. 
PEOPLE
 
Country
 comic 
and an 
anonymous
 actor 
Minnie Pearl
 hospitalized 
NINIIV11.11...leiiii (Al') - 
Legendary  country 
comedian
 Minnie Pearl 
was  I: 
vitalized
 and bring 
examined  for
 a possible bran
 seizure or stroke, 
her 
spokeswoman
 said. 
Doctors
 had not yet 
diagnosed the 83-year-old 
Pearl's 
ailment  as of late 
Monday.  Spokeswoman
 
Judy Seal
 did not give 
further
 
information.
 
Pearl, whose real
 name is Sarah 
Ophelia Colley
 
Cannon, 
has been a 
Grand  Ole 
Opry
 star since 
1940 
and spent 20 
years  on TV's 
"Hee
 Haw" series.
 
She 
appeared weekly
 on The 
Nashville
 Network 
until a 
stroke in 
1991.  
She has not 
performed since
 then. 
In
 her 50 years in 
show business. 
Pearl became 
best known for
 her shrill 
greeting
 "Howdyyyy!"
 
while 
wearing  her 
trademark
 flowered 
hat with 
dangling  
price  tag. 
Reeve 
wants  to be a 
poppa 
LOS 
ANcELES
 (AP) - lie
 can't move 
his limbs 
and is still 
working
 on breathing on 
his own, but 
Christopher Reeve 
is ready to do one
 thing: 
pro-
duce another
 baby. 
"We  plan to, we do. It 
(conceiving a child) 
is not 
exactly the same,
 but it can be done.
 We just want 
to pick 
the  right time," 
the actor's wife,
 Dana, told 
TV's "Extra"
 in an interview
 for broadcast
 Tuesday. 
They already
 have a 3 -year
-old son, Will,
 and 
Christopher
 Reeve 
has two 
children  - 
Matthew,  
16,  and Alexander,
 12- from 
a previous 
relation-
ship. 
As for 
his  other 
activities,
 Mrs. Reeve
 said her 
husband  has turned
 down several 
roles  since he 
broke his 
neck in a fall 
during an 
equestrian  com-
petition
 in May. 
"The 
problem  with 
roles  as they're 
written now, 
and  a couple of 
offers  have come
 through, are 
that 
they're
 often villains
 or very weak 
and sickly," 
she  
said.  "It's the public perception
 of people in wheel-
chairs 
and it's run terrific. 
Nashville stars
 enjoy Tupelo 
TUPELO, Miss. 
(AP)
 -Some
 of 
inuntry
 music's 
big 
stars  have found 
a woodshed 
that
 fits their 
fame:
 the Tupelo 
Coliseum,  where 
Reba McEntire 
has 
been rehearsing her 
upcoming tour. 
"We 
chose  Tupelo 
because  last time
 we were 
here
 the folks were 
so
 nice to us and 
it's a great 
facility and 
the dressing rooms
 are just to die 
for," 
McEntire
 said Monday. 
The 
Coliseum had 
enough  room for 
McEntire's  
full-size arena
 stage, 94 crew 
members, 11 
band  
members 
and  10 dancers - not to 
mention props 
and equipment
 to fill 16 big 
trucks.
 
It has a 
discreet staff, 
too: McEntire,
 the 
Academy of 
Country  Music's 
1995  Entertainer 
of 
the Year, was able 
to
 rehearse in secret
 for two 
weeks  before word
 leaked out. 
Another  plus was 
(hal
 site I 'III, I 
1.11.11'
 
un 11,11 
Slit'll)), toss
 
boo!  each 
intuiting
 
it 
N,101Ville,  
Tenn.,
 
Os' to 
Tupelo 
for 
rehearsal  and then 
back Mane an 
Hight. 
Mt 
Entire's  "Starting Over" 
starts
 
March  
Sin
 
Louisville, Ky. 
Newman  
gets  cast 
courtesy
 of crash
 
V1E1114./1(1,(cmiii
 
AP) - Paul 
who 
races 
ins
 
as 
a 
hobby,  had little rot /Ili 1,, I 
1,,1  
iruver
 
when ail 
incoming
 car 
sideswiped
 his
 
Sri Pi% I 
wagon  
on a narrow
 road 
near  his 
home
 last 
week.  
The 
actor  was 
at
 the wheel
 and his 
wife, 
Joanne
 
Woodward,
 was in 
the 
passenger
 seat
 Thursday
 
night when 
the car 
sideswiped  
them  and 
knocked  
off  a side 
mirror. The
 oncoming
 car 
also
 hit a 
sec-
ond 
car and a 
utility pole.
 
A bone in 
Newman's
 hand was
 broken, 
and he's 
now 
sporting  a 
cast, 
assistant  
Dance 
O'Mara  
said.  
Ms. W,tiglward
 was 
unhurt. 
'I 
he
 di tier 
of the 
other  car, 
Lloyd 
Saunders  
of
 
Weston.  was 
charged 
with failure
 to drive 
to the 
right and ourrav
 amble speed 
Live 
mom calls
 cops on 
caller 
NI Wk.
 Pa. 
(Al')
 
- Faille 
11.0
 U.s 
price,
 even for 
a 
rock 'n  
roll room. 
The
 mother 
of
 Live 
bassist
 Patrick 
Dahlheimer
 
filed 
a police 
complaint  
last
 week after
 a caller 
repeatedly 
hung  up on her.
 
Using 
the star-69 
service,  which 
allows people
 to 
ring  the last 
person who 
called them.
 Dorinda 
Dahlheimer  
said she 
reached  the 
caller  and 
learned
 he was 
trying
 to get 
back
 at her son 
The man 
claimed
 Live 
copied  his songs
 and said 
he 
would  keep 
calling  her 
number  to get
 even, her 
complaint
 said. 
No 
one  had been
 charged 
as
 of Tuesday,
 accord-
ing
 to the 
mayor's  
office.
 
A 
spokesman  
for 
Peter 
Freedman 
Entertainment,  
Live's  
management  
company,  
knew  
nothing 
about  the 
phone  calls
 or the 
man's  claim.
 
Live's 
album  
Throwing  
Copper"
 reached
 
Billbnard
 
Magazine's
 top 
10 and 
Rolling 
Stone 
magazine
 named 
the band 
"Artists of 
the Year" 
in
 
January. 
Christian  
continues
 
Casper
-like 
Nt- 
YO 
- 
Christian
 
Bale
 says 
modesty
 
is 
lie best 
policy  when
 it comes 
to being 
an actor. 
"I want to 
be an actor,
 but I think 
it's nice to 
stay 
invisible,"
 Bale, 22,
 told Spin
 magazine
 for its 
March 
issue.
 "With 
rock  stars 
it's
 just you 
writing  
and
 performing.
 But an 
actor shouldn't
 be bigger
 
than the film 
he's
 in." 
When he 
was  13, Bale 
played the 
central 
role
 in 
Steven
 Spielberg's
 
"Empire
 of the 
Sun." He 
appeared 
in "Little 
Women"  in 
1994  and will
 be 
seen this 
year  in "The
 Secret 
Agent."  
114911 
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That's our domain, after all. Some 23,000 miles 
above the earth. As a premier, global designer of 
satellites for communications and weather 
monitoring purposes, we offer a great variety 
of projects for you to develop. Besides design-
ing 
satellites,  we also launch them. We have 
launch sites in such exotic places as South 
America, China, Kazakhstan and even Florida. 
In fact, we presently have a backlog  of 75 
satellites! Because we have over 35 years of 
satellite 
communications
 
experience,  it's safe 
to say we'll be around 
for the long haul. 
Our satellites enable people to make instanta-
neous connections with others. From 
wireless hand-held
 
telephone  
service
 
1 
and video conferencing, to digital 
services  involving voice, 
video,  and 
data 
transmissions.
 In 
addition,
 we 
do extensive R&D with propulsion 
systems, rechargeable
 
nickel -hydrogen batteries and 
power electronics, solar arrays, 
advanced composites, attitude -control 
systems  
and 
all-weather
 testing of antenna 
subsystems  
We will be on campus interviewing
 
for 
the following positions:
 
 Mechanical 
Engineers   Electrical Engineers  Finance 
Tuesday, March 5 and Wednesday, March 6 
Positions are also available in Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering. 
Contact your Career Placement Center for more information. 
We are an equal opportunity employer. 
See your career take off!
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Caret: President
 wants students to see multi
-ethnic
 
campus
 
as
 a 
blessing
 
From
 page 1 
the techniques of computing as it 
is 
knowing what to do 
once
 
vou 
have received the information."
 he 
said. 
Caret also touched 
on the sub-
ject
 of SJSU
 
's multi -ethnic
 campus 
and said he believes all students 
should see 
it AS a blessing instead
 
of 
as a hindrance or nuisance.
 
He
 
said there are 
various  workshops 
being put on 
1w SJSU faculty with 
the purpose of 
educating them on 
Diversity
 
From 
page  1 
or Like the 1111LIALIVe to StAlt a new 
one that better suits their needs. 
When 
comparing  SJSU 
to a few 
other universities across the 
nation. SIM  seems to represent 
the 
diver...its
 
of
 
the student
 body. 
Boise State 
liris  
ersity in Idaho, for 
instance. has 130 clubs on their 
campus. Gaylord Walls, minorities 
assistance
 coordinator, said eight 
or nine clubs deal with ethnicity 
and race. 
The breakdown
 of ethnicity on 
the 
Boise campus shows that close 
to 85 percent of the student body 
is Caucasian. "Each (minority 
group) is represented except 
Asians," Walls said. Asians account 
for about 2 percent of the student  
population. 
Clubs on the SIS1 campus 
/10% to 
deal %Hit las ism. Ile said 
his ultimate goal 
is to create an 
environment  on campus that 
would
 "embrat e the eXCilelllellt of 
diversity." 
"I want a cunpus where the stu-
dents enjoy, 
respect  and under-
stand each other, not just tolerate
 
each 
other,"
 he said.
 
%Virtu 
asked  if falling 
enroll-
ment is hurting the university. 
Caret 
responded  by saying enroll-
ment is right where it should be 
for a spring 
semester.
 He said 
Ii iillmcnt slightly suffered 
between  the spring of 1992 and 
the spring of 1993 when the num-
ber of accepted applications
 
dei rea.sed 
from
 9,000 to 1,000. 
"We 
never  really recovered from 
this," Caret said. "However we are 
bringing in about 16.000 freshmen 
for next fall." 
Caret said the  .ersity is doing 
fine financially but its budget is 
vulnerable when attendance is on 
the 
decline.  
"When we have sagging mien-
SJSU is a good place to have a 
club like this. There are a lot of 
different people. 
Heather 
St.  John 
Bhatki nnga 
Amaniation  
 99 
range from ethnic, racial and reli-
gious
 to spiritual. A listing of clubs 
and organizations along with con-
tact numbers is available at the 
Student Activities Office. 
One of these clubs is the 
International Students Club. This 
is an organization that helps out 
XPLORE CAREER
 PATHS 
Four -session
 workshop series 
on
 career exploration
 
and 
job search skills meets 
in Los Gatos 7-9 PM. 
Tuesdays,
 March 5 through 26. 
$95.00  cost for the 
series includes 
workbook. 
career
 
'paths
 
Call 
408/464-0111  for
 reservations 
(I
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students who 
come 
from other countries. 
Club president, John 
Mathews, said they
 
help  new 
students  
integrate "into the 
American way of liv-
ing." For
 example, 
students are given 
advice on 
how to sur-
vive in 
the  United 
States, like 
finding  
housing or buying a 
car.
 
"Students who 
come here are 
virtually lost. We help them
 out 
because we know what it is like," 
Mathews said. 
The International Students 
Club also gives the students a 
chance to meet people from other 
countries and experience differ-
ent ways of life. They schedule
 pic-
nics and trips as well as outings to 
restaurants of different cultures. 
"Its good 
to
 learn about other 
cultures," said Mathews. 
An SJSU organization specific 
to 
culture is MEChA, which trans-
lates to the Chicano movement of 
the Southwest. 
It is a nationwide 
organization for the betterment of 
the Chicano community 
through
 
education that began in 1969. 
The SJSU 
chapter  works on a 
mentor program where the 
juniors 
and seniors take freshmen 
and 
sophomores  under their 
wings. They 
teach them how to 
become future mentors and help 
AMA. 
MI 
Ms 
AI, 
IMAM
  a
M 
Semiconductor, Inc. 
Today's 
hotta.1 
technologies  are on the 
nom Aid wr is 
Tt.4Com Semiconductor.
 
Our 
Analog
 and Mixed Signal 
ASSP  
poduas ale 
in
 takty's lading 
computing
 
and 
communication
 products like =bile 
plxincs. pagers. and laptops. 
Get 
into
 
everything
 
that's 
going 
anywhere
 
As the
 worldwide demand for our plaiL)i 
(X111111ICS 10 Were,TdCun continics In 
1-Nitli new 
products  for the blot innokinc 
prodnas Attl minims 
to give all our 
employees
 morc chances to 
contribute,
 
more opportunities to be recognized, and 
morew.a)s
 to aired the direction of the 
comixiny.  
We will be recruiting on 
campus Monday, March 4th 
for a variety of engineering 
disciplines, including: 
Design
 Engineers  
Responsibilities include Analog CMOS and/or Bipolar IC dip. Must have a good 
undcNaixling  of basic Analog building blocks. 
Please contact Career Planning and Placement for 
available interview times. If you are unable to meet 
with us  on March 4th, please send your resume to 
Human Resources --BR1, TelCom Semiconductor, 
Inc., 
P.O.  Box 7267, Mountain View, CA 94039-7267. 
Fax: 415-940-9633. 
We are an EEO employer. 
VIelCom
 
Semiconductor,
 
Inc.
 
k 
dance  the system (CSU) can take 
back 
some of the budget it gave 
us." 
he
 said. 
Caret ended the 
session by 
stressing that it should 
be a give-
and-take situation when it 
comes  
to the university and the surround-
ing regions.  
"A lot of the
 money provided for 
students comes from 
the region or 
the state," he said. "So I feel that 
we (SJSU) should give
 back to soci-
ety." 
them through their academic 
years. 
"It's difficult being a person of 
color on this 
campus,"  said 
Manuel Salazar of MEChA. "We 
adjust (to) the racial tension 
together." 
Salazar said that MEChA is an 
organization where they keep peo-
ple aware of the issues they must 
deal with. He said that often they 
are forced to take a political 
stance ott issues that
 will affect 
them, but they are mainly there to 
help students. 
Bhakti Yoga Association of San 
Jose State 
University  helps stu-
dents on the spiritual level. 
Heather St. John, assistant to the 
president of 
the association, said 
Bhakti translates to devotion, so 
this type of practice is devoting 
yourself to enhancing your life. 
She said it is based on the spiritual 
culture and the ancient Vedit 
Scriptures of India. 
It is a semester -old organization 
that helps students get in contact 
with
 their infinite consciousness 
and inner happiness. It is open to 
everyone who wants to learn and 
seek out fulfillment. 
"SJSU is a good place
 to have a 
club like this," 
said
 St. John. 
"There are 
a lot of different peo-
ple." 
Sanders said 
that the kind of 
clubs that exist on campus 
"depends on the education and 
initiative of the students." 
 
I want a campus where
 the students enjoy,
 respect 
and 
understand  each other,
 not 
just
 tolerate
 each 
other.  
Discovery
 
From 
page  1 
interested, but
 is primarily for 
gay and bisexual men. There 
are
 approximately 20 chapters 
across 
the nation. Of 
the 15 SJSU chapter
 
members, seven are 
full-time students at 
SJSU and the
 others 
are
 from throughout 
the community.
 
They are currently 
working on commu-
nity projects such as 
the AIDS 
walk-a-thon, 
AIDS 
dance-a-thon,  
Democratic state 
assembly candidate
 
Ken Yeager's cam-
paign, and 
the Billy 
DeFrank Center, 
66 
We 
understand
 if 
they do not 
want to come 
out. It's tough. 
Joshua Greene 
Delta Lambda Phi 
member 
which is the San Jose 
center for gays and lesbians. 
Greene said the fraternity's 
credo is making themselves 
known. He said that 
they have 
basically a low profile on cam-
pus because they are more 
involved with the community. 
During rush events, Delta 
Lambda Phi had a table and 
posted 
signs  all over campus. 
Greene said that they finished 
rttsh with 11 people interested 
in joining, which he said is suc-
cessful for them. 
"We can't accept them all," 
said Greene. "But this way we 
can pick quality members." 
Because half of its members 
are from the community, Delta 
Lambda
 Phi meets on campus 
at night. He said he feels the fra-
ternity basically keeps
 to itself, 
with little or no contact with 
other  fraternities and sororities 
99 
Robert L Caret 
sjsu president
 
on campus.
 
"We have 
our  own agenda," 
said Greene. "It would
 
be nice 
to work with GALA and 
other 
fraternities, 
though." 
In the past, the 
fraternity has held 
some events 
with  
GALA, the Gay
 and 
Lesbian 
Alliance. 
He said that
 they 
do not 
want to 
compete 
with 
GALA for recruit-
ment, but 
would 
like to interact with 
them more. 
Greene 
said 
that the members 
who are on campus 
on a daily basis are 
happy with the 
atmosphere at SJSU. He said 
that 
he has not encountered 
any blatant discrimination
 him-
self, but that it is there. 
The fraternity makes it a 
point of understanding 
if a 
member does not want his 
sexu-
ality known. "We understand if 
they do not want to come out," 
Greene said. "It's tough." 
Delta Lambda Phi is not open 
to women because there is a 
national sorority for lesbians
 
and bisexual women. Greene 
said that there has
 been some 
interest in starting 
a chapter of 
Delta Lambda Delta at SJSU, 
but 
no
 one has taken the initia-
tive. 
"It's just a 
phone call or e-
mail away if they wanted to,"said 
Greene. 
Court rules 
on 
illegal tribal slot 
machines 
SAN FRANCISCO
 (AP)  
While the state and Indian tribes 
dispute the scope of 
legal  gam-
bling on reservations,
 a federal 
appeals court ruled Tuesday that 
federal authorities can 
prosecute 
those who 
operate  slot machines 
on tribal
 land. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals ordered 
reinstatement  of 
22 felony charges
 against a con-
tractor 
and its non -Indian man-
agers who were hired by 
the  
Morongo
 tribe to install and oper-
ate video gambling
 devices at the 
tribe's casino in Riverside County. 
The U.S. attorney's office in Los 
Angeles said the devices  video 
keno, poker and 
"Pot-o-Gold"  
were classified as illegal slot 
machines under California law. 
THE
 MOST 
IMPORTANT
 
CAREER
 
STEP
 
YOU
 
EVER
 TAKE 
MAY 
START
 IN 
SENEGAL
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PEACE 
CORPS  
RECRUITERS  
ON 
CAMPUS
 TODAY & 
TOMORROW!!
 
Information Table: 
Wednesday & Thursday, 
February  28 & 29, 10:00 am.
 - 3:00 p.m. 
Front of Student Union 
Infbrmation Presentations: 
Wednesday,
 February 
28,  4:00 - 5:30 
p.m.  
SJSU Student Union, Montalvo Room 
Thursday. February 
29.6:3(1
 - 8:30 p.m. 
San 
Jose Public Library,  McDaniel Community Room 
180 West San 
Carlos  
 
For an application or more
 information, call Peace 
Corps   
1 (800) 424-8580,
 push #1, ask for 
ext. 126 
SENIORS
 APPLY NOW! 
A ..A111116.   
 
  
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
San 
Jose  State
 
University  
Kethiestlay, Iebruar
 v 28. 1996 5 
A 
SNOWY
 
17
 
SUMMIT
 
!vette Mena, a 
San Jose City College
 student, and 
Sandra Ojeda take 
time
 to play in the snow on Hwy. 17 
at 
the summit. It was 
Sandra's  first time in the snow. 
Hwy.
 
PI1010 
BY
 Put. MSS toSPARTAN
 DAILY 
17 
closed
 Tuesday morning 
because of snow and 
ice, 
leaving 
San Jose State University
 students commuting 
from Santa Cruz in 
the  cold. 
Retail
 sales indicate
 slower 
econom 
Poor automobile sales cause 
worst showing in six months 
WASHINGTON (AP)  Retail sales 
dipped 0.3 percent in January, the poor-
est showing in six months, in a new sign 
of a weakening economy as the year 
began. 
The Commerce Department said today 
the weakness was centered at auto dealer-
ships, where sales fell 1.2 percent, the first 
decline in this area 
since  last July. 
Analysts
 blamed much of the weakness 
on the severe winter blizzards that kept 
consumers out of the stores. They 
said this was one more factor sup-
porting their view that the 
overall 
economy was barely moving forward 
as 1996 began. 
In a sign that things could be 
improving, consumer confidence in 
the economy rebounded
 a  bit in 
February.
 The Conference Board 
reported that 
its  monthly index 
climbed to 97.0 this month, up from 
88.4 in January but still below the 
December level of 99.2. 
Edgar B. Fiedler said despite the 
improvement the index suggests that 
"consumers are still tentative about 
the near -term performance of the 
economy and do not foresee it gath-
ering substantial momentum 
any  
time soon." 
Financial markets 
remained unset-
tled today 
with
 the Dow Jones indus-
trial average down 30.71 
in
 late 
morning trading.
 Stocks had fallen 
65 points on Monday after 
hitting
 an 
all-time
 high on Friday. 
Because of 
the economic weak-
ness, many 
analysts  are predicting 
that the Federal 
Reserve, which has 
already
 trimmed interest rates three
 
times  in an effort to 
spur
 growth, will 
do so again.
 Many forecasters 
are  
predicting two
 more rate cuts this
 
spring. 
The
 Fed has cited 
diminishing  
inflationary pressures
 as a key reason 
it has 
been able to ease
 credit. The 
government  also 
reported
 today that 
wholesale prices
 rose 0.3 percent
 in 
January. 
Study 
Alwoad
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 credits 
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 Gloria 
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a 
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(510)
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Analysts discounted
 much of the 
January price increase, saying it was based 
on special factors such as heavy demand
 
for 
energy  during the cold winter. They 
noted that underlying wholesale price 
pressures, excluding the volatile food and 
energy components,
 actually dropped by 
0.1 percent in January. 
Cynthia Lana, a 
senior  economist at 
DRI-McGraw Hill Inc., 
said  that today's 
reports did nothing to 
change  her view 
that more Fed rate cuts are on the way. 
"These reports were very 
consistent  
with a view that
 the economy is soft at pre-
sent," 
she  said. 
The  0.3 percent drop in retail
 sales in 
January
 followed a 0.6 percent increase in 
December and a 0.9 percent rise in 
November. It was 
the  biggest decline 
since sales 
fell 0.4 percent last July. 
Excluding
 the big decline in auto 
sales,
 
overall sales would -have
 been unchanged 
in January, reflecting the fact that depart-
ment stores posted a 0.3 
percent  gain, 
due to heavy discounting to get rid of 
unsold goods following a poor Christmas 
sales 
season.  Department store sales were 
up 0.3 
percent  after having declined (1.1 
percent during the 
all-important  
December sales period. 
SPRING 
TRAINING.
 
Now is the time 
to gear up for spring 
training. Super 
low  roundtrip fares on 
Amtrak California's 
Capitols,  San 
Joaquins and
 San Diegans make
 it extremely 
attractive.
 
Better still, use 
your  Student Advantage
 Card (annual 
enrollment $20) and 
receive  an additional 15'4 
discount.  
That means
 more money to spend
 once you get there! 
The trains of 
California and 
connecting
 shuttle buses 
can take you just about
 anywhere in the state 
without the 
hassle
 and hidden costs of 
driving. During spring 
break 
you can visit 
friends  on other campuses. 
Or, grab those 
skis and head 
for Tahoe. Discover 
Yosemite.
 Explore the 
beaches at Santa 
Barbara.  See the San Diego Zoo. Or,
 hey, 
why not give the folks a thrill 
and  show up at home? 
Whatever you choose, there's no 
easier or more eco-
nomical way 
to get there and back than on 
the train. On 
board you can relax,
 listen to music, have a snack, or just 
watch the scenery roll 
by. Amtrak California trains are 
comfortable and roomy with space to 
stow  your stuff, If 
you 
ride  the Capitols Monday through 
Thursday  through 
March  14 you will receive a second ticket 
free.  
Just look at some 
of Amtrak California's incredibly 
low fares. It's time you 
started
 your spring training. 
Contact your college travel 
service or call  Amtrak at 
1 -800
-USA -RAIL. 
Roundtrip 
Fare,, With SA Cant 
Savings 
Sacramento  
$24 ....21. ... $3 
South Like
 Tahoe  $41  $35  
$6 
Yosemite    $54 ... $46... 
. $8 
Los Angeles  
$78...
 $67....
 $11 
San Diego  
$86 ...$73
  $13 
Amtrak California 
4 A partnership
 between Cattrans and 
AmtraA  
Some restrictions may imply To 
apply  for your Student Advantage 
aavings card. call 1-800-96-ANITRAK. Ignition rode CALI 
 
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Actual 
8 Step
 
Survival/Self=Delense  Program 
Learn:
 
 
Ground  
Escape  
Techniques  
 
Corner
 & Alley 
Escapes
 
Knife Escapes*
 Car Escapes  
Traps and Tricks 
For: 
When:
 
Where:
 
Cost:  
Register  
at: 
Register
 
by:  
Workshops
 
given: 
Men and Women 
Tuesdays, 8-10 p.m.
 
judo 
Room,
 
SPX  202 
Only
 
$10.00
 
PEP Center, in the Administration Building 
Room  
222A or call (408) 924-5945
 
March 1 
March 5
-April
 
30 
Forbes
 
takes
 GOP 
lead 
with
 
Arizona
 
victory
 
Aram ward Preta 
1.1:11-IAX
 Chiunpion 
Steve  Forbes 
captured  
Arizona's 
winner -take
-all
 primary 
Tuesday,  
shin king Pat
 Buchanan and
 Bob Dole to 
seize 
an improbable 
lead in the 
turbulent
 
Republican
 presidential
 race. Stung 
in the 
day's 
showdown 
contest, 
Dole  took some 
solace in 
winning North and
 South Dakota. 
"It's a wide 
open  race," said 
Forbes as the 
campaign 
headed
 South to Carolina
 for a  
Saturday primary. 
Forbes'
 Arizona win came
 just 
three days after 
his victory in 
Delaware, giving him a 
dramatic 
turnaround  after 
weak 
fourth -
place  showings isi Iowa and
 New 
Hampshire. He vowed to dig 
into his personal 
fortune  and 
spend whatever it takes to be 
competitive in 
the burst of con-
tests 
just ahead, a 
problematic  
development 
for  a Dole cam-
paign edging toward
 the prima-
ry 
spending  cap. 
"A week ago they 
wrote our obituary," an 
ecstatic  Forbes told cheering 
supporters  in 
Phoenix. "Now 
tonight we can 
perhaps  
write the obituary 
of conventional political
 
punditry in America." 
A majority
 of voters in Arizona cited taxes
 
as their top concern,
 and Forbes, who spent 
more than $4 
million  on TV ads in the 
state, won much of their 
support.  In the 
Dakotas the deficit mattered most, followed 
by taxes and jobs. 
Tuesday's results put 
Forbes  well ahead 
in the The A.ssoc-iated
 Press delegate count, 
with 60 so far. 
Buchanan  had 37 and Dole 
36.  Alexander had 10 
delegates.  
With 996 dele-
66 
It's a 
wide 
open 
race. 
Steve 
Forbes  
Republican candidate 
for president 
gates 
needed
 for the 
nomination, the 
race has barely 
begun. Yet the 
roller -coaster week -
to-week 
results and 
the success  of the 
anti-establishment 
candidates sparked 
talk in Republican 
circles Tuesday of a contested convention. 
Making his case for the contests to come, 
Forbes  said: "We believe deeply that 
America has
 the pit ential for 
the greatest 
66 
11.0111
 and spit 
aual lelleWid
 
itt lei 
higOlry."
 
Lamar  Alexander 
was a dim 
afterthought  
on the
 first  multi -state
 primary day 
of the 
muddled  GOP campaign
 and some leading
 
Dole 
supporters  said it was 
time for the for-
mer Tennessee governor to step aside. 
Buchanan  could only 
be
 profoundly dis-
appointed. 
After Louisiana and
 New 
Hampshire wins, 
he
 coveted Arizona to 
prove 
his national appeal, drew 
enthusiastic 
crowds 
throughout 
the  final 
weekend and 
spoke openly 
of 
emerging
 as the clear
 front-
runner. 
Instead,  he came
 away 
empty handed
 heading into
 
,,irurday's
 showdown
 in South 
Carolina.  "We
 had the 
fire, 
energy,
 enthusiasm
 and 
momentum," a bewildered
 
Buchanan said 
in
 congratulat-
ing Forbes. 
Dole, on the other 
hand, carried North 
and 
South Dakota handily, and brushed
 
aside  his Sun Belt disappointment. "We're 
back in the winning column,"
 the Senate 
majority leader said. "It feels good." 
Dole flatly predicted
 victory on Saturday, 
a critical contest if he 
is to reassert himself 
and, in 
any event, the gateway to nine 
pri-
maries 
next
 Tuesday, March 5. 
Before Tuesday's 
voting,  Forbes was well 
back of 
Dole
 in South Carolina 
polling, 
while Buchanan had been 
inching
 up. Dole 
left no doubt 
he
 considered the more 
con-
servative 
Buchanan  the bigger threat
 in the 
South. The
 March 5 contests, 
however,  
include several
 states with a more 
moderate 
  
GOP  
electorate,
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We had 
the  fire, energy,
 
enthusiasm and momentum. 
Pat 
Buchanan  
Republican
 candidate for 
president  
JOBS 
including 
Marshuid, 
'1/4 Lissa( husetts, 
Mame
 
and 
Connecticut, 
offering Forbes 
new 
targets.
 
Dole par-
tisans suggested 
Alexander had a 
duty to make Dole's
 path a little clearer. 
"Lamar Alexander, 
I think, should put his 
plaid shirt in 
mothballs," said Arizona Sen. 
John McCain. 
AVA I LIABLE
 
The Associated Students
 Program Board has positions available for 
Executive 
Director  
A.S.P.B. Chair 
Concerts Director 
Bring 
contemporary
 concerts 
Visual  Arts 
Organize the 
Annual  SJSU Visual Artists 
Film and Video Festival 
Multicultural/  
Performing
 Arts 
Bring  multicultural / performing
 arts events. 
dance, and theater 
Applications are 
due by the end of February 
in the A.S. office at the 
top floor of the Student 
Union
 Building. 
oar 
Promotion
 / Publici Director 
Promote, market and publicize exciting 
A S.P.B 
events  
Special Events 
Homecoming. International Food Bazaar 
Forums 
Director
 
Bring speakers and organize panel 
discussions  
Office assistant / staff 
The AS 
P.B.  is responsible for 
the presentation of 
cultural,
 educational 
artistic  and entertainment 
programs and 
events 
for 
the 
SJSU campus and 
community.  
For more 
information call 
924-6240 or 924-6260 
4 
_SION '96 
COME
 
PREVIEW  
Your 1996-97
 A.S. 
Government 
Candidates  
TODAY  
WEDNESDAY,  
FEBRUARY  
28
  
12:15- 1:15pm 
2nd
 Floor (Upper
 Pod) - 
Student
 Union 
OR ON   
TUESDAY, MARCH 5  
7:00pm 
- 8:00pm in the Dining 
Commons  
(8111Si 8 San Salvador) 
This event is wheekhou nues,ible 
Individuals needing 
its
 language inteiplete, 
marts  cummodotions or ethet 
information
 should contact
 
an at 1408)974
 (9)5  
** 
GENERAL  
ELECTIONS  
  
In 2 
Weeks! 
- March 
13&14 
Polling ltuatigns: 
(inside each building) 
Studeut
 
Union' 
Feted Canter (Wed. 3/13) -
Bark library (Thur. 3/14)-
AlladNarrie
 Hall (tobby)-
9:00am 8:00pm 
9:00am - 8:00pm 
9:00am - 8:00pm 
9.00am - 1:00pm 
I. 
(NOTE: *Arno 
1996
 Tremiltifittellenent
 (end Must
 be , 
Presented at Polley
 location to Vote)
 
anal 
6 Nednesday. February 28,
 1996 
Results 
I. el, 
27 2h 
Women's  Golf 
 Spartans are eght 
points behind UCLA and 
University of Texas
 at the 
Conquistadores Arizona 
Invitational. The 
Spartans have 589 
points and golfer Janice 
Moodie is in first place 
with a three stroke lead. 
SJSU parer 
ViD0k0 Stensruo
 a 
ranked
 No I in 
'Me country aid 
not o note in one 
Tuesday or the 
Conquatactores 
Avon.,  
nylotronal  
See story on 
owe 
Baseball 
 The 
Spartans 
(8-6) 
game against CS 
Sacramento was rained 
Out. 
Schedule 
For 
Feb 2l'-
 Ala 7 
Women's Golf 
 
SJSU in Chris Johnson 
Invitational,  
Monday -
Wednesday, Tucson 
Arizona.
 
Baseball 
 Santa Clara at SJSU, 
Tuesday, 2 p.m.,
 
Muni 
Stadium.  
Men's Tennis 
 S.JSU at UC 
Berkeley,  
Wednesday, 1:30 p.m.. 
Berkeley, 
Calif. 
Softball 
 C31 Poly 
San Luis 
Obispo at 
SJSU, 
Wednesday, 4 p.m., 
PAL 
Stadium.  
 Utah
 State at SJSU, 
Friday & Saturday, 
6 p.m. & 1 p.m., PAL 
Stadium.
 
Men's Basketball 
 UC Irvine at SJSU, 
Thursday, 7:30 
p.m.,  
Event 
Center.  
 CS 
Fullerton at SJSU,
 
Sunday, 5 p.m., Event 
Center.
 
Women's
 Basketball 
 SJSU at New Mexicu 
State. 
Thursday,  
7:30 p.m.
 
SJSU at UNLV, Saturday. 
7:30 
p.m. 
Men's Gymnastics 
 SJSU at Cal Berkeley, 
Friday, 7:30 p.m. 
Hockey 
 SJSU heads to 
ACHA 
National Tournament, 
Friday
-Sunday,
 
Tampa, Fla. 
Weather
 
postpones 
rivalry
 
Softball game 
bragging  
rights rescheduled 
By Jeffrey Niese 
Spartan Dail; Staff Writer 
Thanks to Mother Nature the 
Spartans
 baseball team will have 
to wait 24 hours before taking up 
bats against 
cross town rival Santa 
Clara University. 
The game 
that was originally 
scheduled for Tuesday will be 
played at 2 
p.m. today at Muni 
Stadium. 
SJSU baseball coach
 Sam Piraro 
said the game against the
 Broncos 
will be for 
bragging  rights. He also 
said the SCU game 
traditionally  
brings out the Spartans' best. 
Piraro said his 
8-6 team has 
played a tough schedule so far this 
season but needs 
"to step it up." 
He also said SJSU has been in 
every game this year except for 
one. 
"We've been very 
competitive  
against 
tough  opponents," he 
said. 
And what about the pitching? 
"We 
need  improvement in our 
pitching depth. Piraro said. 
Piraro stressed that the 
Spartans need to have 
seven  or 
eight pitchers they can count on. 
He also said they are just 
trying  
to get their arms healthy for 
con-
ference games and
 need to work 
on run 
production. 
This team has a lot of experi-
ence, Piraro said. The team is 
try-
ing to rebound from last 
year's 
seventh place finish. SJSU has 12 
seniors on the team. "We're trying 
to improve and turn it around, 
he said. 
Piraro said the Spartans are try-
ing to put the pieces together 
before conference games start in 
about three weeks. 
"Our conference is 
ranked
 
No.3 in the nation," Piraro said 
.tbout
 the Big West Conference. 
Cal State Fullerton is 
ranked 
No. 1 in the country and Long 
Beach State and Nevada are in the 
top 20.
 
Piraro said the top four teams 
in the 
league advance to the play-
offs. He also said, "(We're) work-
ing hard trying to get better week 
by 
week."  
Tennis 
team 
washed  out 
Mild showers cancelled the 
SJSU women's tennis team's 
match against Cal State 
Sacramento  Tuesday. 
The match 
was scheduled for 2 
p.m. at the Spartan Courts. 
The Spartans (3-3) are on a two-
game winning steak as they coast-
ed past Southern Utah and Notre 
Dame -Belmont 7-0,7-0. 
SJSU 
tennis  player Mary 
Tourlotte is 2-1 and will lead the 
team in the No. I position. 
Michelle Matto 
and Amy 
Bankston are 4-2 and are No. 2 
and No. 4. 
SPORTS  
San Jose State University SPARTAN 
DAILY
 
PHOTO COURTESY OF Sports INFORMATION 
Stensrud near perfect 
Spartan golfer ranked 
No. I in 
country 
Its 
Dustin  ShekeU 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Every now and 
then  we catch 
a glimpse of perfection. It hap-
pens only on rare occasions, but 
sometimes we 
are able to wit-
ness an individual who reaches 
the pinnacle of greatness in his 
or her chosen path through life. 
San Jose State University 
golfer and Norwegian native, 
Vibeke Stensrud (or as she is 
known by her teammates, 
"Yips"), is pushing the word 
perfection
 to new levels. 
"I came to California to get 
an education 
and  to play golf," 
Stensrud said, "I just try to do 
both of them the 
best!
 can." 
The best that she 
can  means 
not only winning four out
 of 
her last five golf tournaments, 
which has led to her ranking as 
the No.1 collegiate golfer in the 
country, it also means working 
her way to 
becoming
 an acade-
mic All-American with a grade 
point average of 3.70. 
DAILY
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"Vips is definitely a perk, 
- 
tionist," SJSU coach Mark Gayle 
said.
 
If anything she does is not 
perfect she 
gets down on her-
self." 
Coach Gayle has seen many 
talented golfers entered into 
the annals of SJSU's 
legendary  
golf history, which includes 
three national titles within the 
past nine years and 
10
 straight 
Big West 
titles.  He said he 
believes Stensrud and 
fellow 
Spartan teammate 
Janice 
Moodie 
will  be a tough tandem 
for the 
rest
 of the collegiate 
golfing world to deal with. 
Moodie leads the nation with
 a 
72.18 scoring average making 
her the second ranked golfer in 
the country. 
When the season ends, and 
the ranking of these golfers 
actually matters, Gayle said he 
sees them as being "right 
there," finishing 
first and sec-
ond.
 
With all her achievements 
in 
her three years at SJSU, Vips 
said she is still not satisfied. The 
NCAA championship, which 
barely eluded her
 last year wheit 
she finished second in the tour-
nament, is the only missing 
piece -from Stensrud's collegiate 
puzzle. 
"I want to be No.!," Stensrud 
said. "It usually
 takes me two or 
three tournaments before I start 
getting the feel of things, so I 
don't think I will do that well 
for a while." 
It did not take Vips long to 
get the feel
 for her game in her 
first 
tournament  since 
November. She set a course 
record on her final round at the 
Palos Verdes country club, mak-
ing her the first woman to win 
four straight tournaments in the 
history of SJSU golf. 
"She has a lot of determina-
tion," Gayle said. "She always 
plays better in tournaments 
than she does in practice. She is 
at her best when
 the
 competi-
tion 
is
 stiff." 
After this, 
her senior season 
at SJSU, Stensrud said she will 
try to further perfect her game 
as a professional
 golfer on the 
LPGA tour. 
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Golfers
 
take
 
third  
after
 
two
 
days 
Moodie in first 
place 
Spartan Daily Staff Report  
The  womens' 
golf team is 
eight  
points  away 
from
 first 
place  after 
two
 rounds in the
 Conquistadores
 
Arizona Invitational. 
UCLA and 
University of 
Texas 
are 
tied for first 
with  581 points. 
Twenty-one 
college
 teams are 
competing 
in the three day
 event 
at Randolph 
Park North 
Golf  
Course in Tucson, Ariz. 
Seventy-two is the 
par for the 
course,
 
With
 
111 golfers playing 
three games. The final
 round will 
be played today. 
SJSU's Janica Moodie, 
who is 
ranked No. 2 in 
the nation, is cur-
rently in first place with 
a three 
hole 
lead over Jenny Parker
 of 
UCLA. On Tuesday,
 Moodie shot 
a67, giving her a total
 of 141. 
Teammate,
 Vibeke 
Stensrud,
 
who is ranked No. 1 
in the nation, 
is in 
seventh
 place. Tuesday,
 she 
made a rare hole -in
-one
 and shot 
a 72. 
Her  total so 
far
 is 144. 
Stensrud has won four of her
 past 
five 
tournaments.  
Other SJSU finishers are Kim 
Juul in 67th place, who 
shot a 79 
to a total of 
159, and Monica 
Stratton in 96th place, with a 165 
total. 
The 
Great 
One is gone 
S'[. LOUIS (AP)  Wayne 
Gretzky, the hockey icon who 
failed to win a Stanley Cup in Los 
Angeles, was traded to the St. 
Louis Blues on Tuesday night, 
ending weeks of 
rumor and spec-
ulation about his future. 
"It finally happened," 
Gretzky  
told The Canadian Press. "It is 
Over with
 and I am thrilled that 
the Kings were act ;to Me over 
my career and I looYfori-Ward to a 
new start in St. Louis." 
No other details were immedi-
ately disclosed on the deal involv-
ing the most 
prolific  scorer in 
NHL history and the unofficial 
ambassador of his sport. 
However, the
 35-year -old super-
star whose name is synonymous 
with hockey said he 
expects  to 
sign with the
 Blues in two to three 
weeks. 
Gretzky can become a free 
agent after this 
season,
 and the 
Kings risked losing him without 
compensation if they failed to 
sign him.
 
"Today was like the
 final straw," 
Gretzky
 told the CP by telephone. 
"It has been gut-wrenching for 
about a month and today 
was  the 
icing on the cake." 
Both the Blues and 
Gretzky  
were to hold separate news con-
ferences later in the night. 
A 
spokesman  for the 
Blues'  
owners told The Associated
 Press 
the  deal had been 
completed.  
The Kings would not 
confirm
 the 
trade, 
except to announce
 the 
news 
conference 
featuring  
Gretzky
 and general 
manager 
Sam McMaster. 
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Tyson
 
mellow
 while Bruno 
throws  
catcalls
 at 
news conference 
LAS  VEGAS 
(AP)
 - It took 
Frank 
Bruno 
to
 say what 
some
 already 
whispered about Mike 
Tyson  
in
 the 
year since 
he
 was released 
from
 a 3 
1/2-year prison sentence. 
In 
doing so, 
he staked 
out his 
claim 
to the 
high  
road  for
 their 
March 16 
heavyweight  title 
fight.  
"I 
thought
 prison 
was  supposed 
to 
wise you up and
 make you a 
bet-
ter man," 
Bruno  
said 
Tuesday.  
"He's getting worse, 
to be 
honest,  
both in the 
ring  and out 
of
 the 
ring." 
After  enduring both the
 catcalls 
from Tyson's 
entourage
 and a 
boorish 
Tyson  at Tuesday's first
 
news conference 
promoting
 the 
WBC title fight, 
Bruno  was in no 
mood to heap praise 
on
 Tyson as 
had his first two post -prison oppo-
nents. 
He was particularly critical of 
the dozen or so members 
of
 
Tyson's entourage who heckled 
him during the news 
conference.
 
"The entourage around him are 
bad 
people," Bruno said. "There's 
not one ounce of class among 
them. And after I finish with Mike 
Tyson they're 
going  to disappear." 
Bruno left no doubt
 he was out 
to win the pre -fight test of wills fol-
lowing a news conference in which 
Tyson 
made no effort to answer 
questions before bringing it to an 
abrupt close by getting
 up to leave. 
Long after Tyson had 
left the 
room at the MGM Grand 
Hotel,  
Bruno 
was still holding court, 
eager to talk about 
the first 
defense of the WBC title he won 
from Oliver McCall. 
"Now is payback time. Now 
is 
the time for revenge," said Bruno, 
who was stopped in the fifth round 
by Tyson the first time they fought 
almost seven years ago. "I can't 
wait to get my hands on him and 
I'm not saying that to sell tickets 
because I 
don't get any percent-
age. I'm talking out 
of my heart." 
While the British champion was 
talking out of his heart, Tyson was-
n't talking much at all. 
Tyson 
ignored some questions 
and gave 
perfunctory  answers to 
most others. 
"I'm just confident
 in what I'm 
capable of 
doing,"
 the former 
heavyweight
 champion said in a 
typical response. 
About the only time Tyson came 
close 
to revealing anything about 
the fight was
 when he predicted he 
would brat Bruno. 
"It's 
interesting  Mr. Bruno is 
talking very brave and coura-
geous,"  Tyson said. "We'll see." 
Tyson, who has a home here, 
has been training 
in closed ses-
sions the last month in a local gym. 
"If he's so confident why 
does  
he have to 
train behind closed
 
doors?" 
Bruno asked. "He 
needs  
more 
time
 to get the rust out of his 
body. I'm not 
like one of his spar-
ring partners who 
come  in there 
afraid 
of him." 
It took Bruno 
nearly  14 years in 
the ring and four title shots before 
finally beating McCall by decision 
on Sept. 2 in London to win the 
title. 
Under the
 contract he signed 
with 
promoter  Don  
King
 
to fight 
McCall. 
Bruno agreed to 
fight  
Tyson in One of his first
 three title 
defenses.
 
It was 
King's  option as to which 
defense that would
 be, and he 
chose the first. 
"Tyson made the decision,"
 
King said. "The contract we have 
was that he would fight four
 non" 
title fights before fighting for a 
title. Everybody was criticizing his 
first two fights and he said he want-
ed 
to go for the title in this one." 
It was also in Bruno's contract 
that he would have to fight Tyson 
at the MGM, where he will have to 
be content with the support of 
only a few thousand
 British fans. 
"I would have 
liked to defend it 
in England. I would have rather 
stayed home, but I'm a 
pro," 
Bruno said. "I'm not afraid 
to fight 
hint in his home or in the prison 
where he was." 
Bruno is getting about $6 mil-
lion to fight Tyson, who King said 
would earn 
nearly $30 million for 
his challenge.
 
"I'm not a 
greedy man but 
Tyson is getting 
16
 to 20 times 
more than I'm getting,"
 Bruno 
said. "Would you be happy
 if you 
were the champion 
and  were 
being treated like
 the challenger?" 
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FOR 
RENT 
2 EOM WARMEST 
-5803/110. 
 Security type 
building  
 Secure Parking 
 Close
 In 
 Modem Building 
 Laundry Room 
Village
 Apts. 576 
S. 5th St. 
(408) 2956893
 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 ha 
baths 
apartment. 2 blocks from school. 
$825/mo Secured underground
 
parking is available. Will not last!  
Call 3781409. 
SHARED HOUSING 
SO. 12th. CHARMING. CLEAN. 
SAFE. Great yard. Washer/dryer. 
Parking,  Available 4/1. $400/mo. 
(408) 297.8873. 
LOST
 
& FOUND 
LOST A BLACK WALLET ON 2/15 
in the Spartan Complex
 building. 
If
 found please call 988-8714. 
WANTED 
PILOTS WANTED - COCKPFT Pant 
Study. Get chance in raffle 
4 jet 
sim 
time in Denver. DMH
 235A. 
WANTED STUDENTS MINING 
$S
 
For Job Fair 
'96 
Wednesday, February 28,1996 
lOarn.3prn.SSIlEvent
 Center. 
EVENTS 
DON'T MISS OUT!! 
Only I.Day Left 
Until Job Fair '96 
Wednesday, February 28.96 
10am 3pm. 
Event Center 
SPORTS/  
THRILLS 
100% PURE 
ADRENALINE!  
There  is nothing compared to 
the 
exhilaration
 
experienced  by 
skydiving! 
Tandem.
 Accelerated 
Reefall, Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU 
student
 owned & 
operated.  
BAY AREA 
SKYDIVING 
1-510-634-7575.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
FAST 
FUNDRAISER  - Raw $500 n5 
days-Greels, Grotps.  Clubs, mobeted 
indmduals. Fast, easy- No financial 
obligation 
1-809862-1982
 ext.33. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only
 $57.00 per year. 
Save 
30%-6(6
 
on your dental needs. 
For info call
 
1800-655-3225. 
CAMPUS
 CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB. 
Enjoy learning about
 Irish. Scottish, 
and Welsh culture. Explore the 
beautiful Celtic 
heritage. Open 
to all
 students 
interested
 in 
Irish/Scottish/Welsh  music and 
culture. For more information. 
call  Kelly at (408) 927-7925. 
MAUL 
EXPERIENCE THAILAND
 with Cal 
State Hay -ward's Bangkok sum-
mer Quarter / 
discover Thailand 
Tour. 
Under  53,500. Academic 
credit. June 17 to August 6. 
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538. 
REAL 
ESTATE
 
GOVT FORECLOSED homes
 for 
pennies 
on $1. 
Delinquent
 Tax, 
Repo's,
 REO's. Your
 Area. Toll 
Free 
1800-898-9778
 Ext. H-2236 
for current listings. 
INUMME
 
AUTO 
INSURANCE
 
Campus
 Insurance 
Service
 
Special Student
 Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 
mere  
"Great  Rates for 
Good COvers" 
"Good Rates 
for Non-CA:ad 
C*Ners'  
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS
 
"Gcod Student"Famey
 
Multlew'  
CALL TODAY
 2966270 
FREE 
QUOTE  
ND
 
HASSi
 
F 
NO 
OBUGATiONAI
 
so 
open Saturdays
 9-2. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
WORK-STUDY
 CLERK 10/12 hrs 
wk. SE/hr. Liberal
 Studies Program. 
Start  Nowl Use a M3C. 
924-4414.  
SANDWICH MAKERS 
$8.00/hour to start. 
Sourdough Eatery 
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fri.  Days 
Apply 
@848
 N.
 First
 St. SanJose. 
KITCHEN Cleenup
 helper needed 
T-Th/6:30-8pm,  
F/12:302pm.  Lv.
 
name & 0).041)2997303, Efizabelii. 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and 
rewarding job? Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for 
our  
school -age 
day 
care  program. 
These are great positions for 
students. Most teacher positions 
are afternoons, M
-F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for those 
who have only one
 or two after-
noons  available. Units in ECE, 
Rec. Psy,
 
Soc. or Ed are required. 
Please call Small World Schools 
at 
408-3793200  ext. 21. 
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE! 
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU? 
Accepting applications for office 
staff & director positions. Apply 
at A.S. Office, Student Union, 
Room 360. Ph. 
924-6240.  
Shanties Golf Units -NOW HIRING 
Looking for a fun job in a 
beautiful  
setting?
 
Shoreline
 Golf Links is 
the place for
 you.
 Hiring in 
Pro shop, 
Driving range, & Snack bar area's. 
Call now for 
info: 415-903-6133. 
MARKET1NO/ENV1RONAIDITAL 
We need 3 individuals 
willing to 
work hard for above average 
income. 
Bilingual
 a plus. Part-time, 
Fulitime. 408-9 88-176 O. 
ACTIVIST Prevent 
Cancer'
 Fight 
corporate
 pollution! Motivated & 
articulate?
 Silicon
 
Valley
 Toxics 
Coalition. Equal opportunity
 
amp. 
advancement. FT. eve. 288-7882. 
1-4pm. 
PARENT EDUCATOR
 
Reinvent parenting 
program  for 
DD Adults 25-30 hours 
per wk. 
$9411/hr.Fax resume
 2484464. 
LOCAL DITEMAINMENT COMPANY 
is looking for enthusiastic and 
energetic team 
players to do face 
painting, balloon animal sculptur-
ing. aid lead 
children's
 
games. Will 
train. Pay varies with experience. 
Call  408.269.5701. 
S40,000/YR INCOME
 
potential. Home
 Typists/PC 
users.
 Toll Free 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. T-2 2 36 for listings. 
SPORTS MerlatIng/Plaragement 
Intern. Seeking motivated individ-
ual 
with good communication and 
organizational
 skills. PT 
Flexible.  
Fax resume to 408370-2634. 
SUMMER
 CAMP JOBS! 
Counselors needed for Girl Scout 
resident camps in Santa Cruz 
Wins.
 
Specialty  staff 
needed  
for  
Kitchen, Maintenance, Arts. Life-
guarding, 
Environmental Ed. and 
Horseback  
riding. Join us! Call 
408-287-4170 for more 
info. 
AUTOCAD
 Level 12/13 Operator/ 
Designer. High purity gas 
facilities
 
design & 
installation.  Piping draw-
ings. 
schematics, field 
verification,
 
as-builts. Part-time school year. 
full time 
other.  Contact & get 
resume to Dick Sillan, 9243928. 
fvtailbox Eng. 49L Leave message. 
SECURITY 
 ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE
 NECESSARY 
Corporate Sites, Top Pay! 
Too many benefits to list! 
Day,
 Swing. Grave
 Shifts, 
F/T  & P/T. 
Cal
 
or 
axe*i
 
it
 pawn 
Mco-Sun 77. 
408286-5880. 5550 Wader Awe. 
bean Sai Cabs aid 
Parienoor, 
ben -cite Cad aref 
Piety
 Sere. 
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM 
"Software Development
 
Support -
Requires
 hands-on Unix & Sun 
work station experience. Develop 
tools for program 
developers.  
 Emulation Calguratico/Toolsrnifti - 
Develop debug & support new 
emulation control scripts. Create 
functional emulation configura-
tions. Translate & write Verilog 
modules. Must have Unix & 'C' 
programming experience 
(Verilog  
desired)& know Sun workstations. 
"Both positions: Part-time school 
year. full-time other. Top Pay! 
Contact & get resume to Dick 
Sillan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng. 
491, leave message. 
SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students 
with great voices, good 
communi-
cation ad the desee to male
 moray.
 
Sue 995-5905. Hiring
 now! 
JOBS JOBS
 JOBS 
Borg-Wamer
 
Protective Service 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
FT/PT/Weekends only 
$7-59 
Unarmed security officers 
Prestigious client sites 
Medical 
Benefits  
Training/Uniforms
 provided 
Military 
experience a plus 
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE 
1-800-385-9419 
or 
apply  in person 
591W. Ham itton @ &in Tomas Exp. 
Campbell. CA 
(408) 3789760 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
 
BARTENDER 
TRAINEES  NEEDED 
Earn
 to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed tithe immediate 
area, 
RAI-time/part-time  
openings.
 
Call today 1.415.968-9933. 
International
 Bartenders School. 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
 
Counselors  needed for Girl Scout 
day camp in San Jose: Administra-
tive. Counselors.
 Special Needs, 
Ms & Nature. Join usl Call 
408-
2B7-417O
 
for more info. 
ADVERTISING SALES 
for English/Spanish 
Newspaper.  
Little experience OK, will train. 
Car required. 20% commission 
paid daily. Flex hours available.
 
Call John at 436-7850. 
P/T  BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL 
position for Contracting Co. in 
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call 
408-369-1898.
 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Positions 
are now 
available  at National Parks. 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. 
Excellent benefits + bonuses! WI: 
1-206-971-3620 at N60412. 
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. 
FT/PT School -age childcare
 
16+ 
ECE)  
preferred. M -F. 
flex. Looking 
for fun creative people who are 
willing to make
 a 
difference.
 
Summer 
opportunity  also avail-
able (childcare,  camp. aquatics). 
For more information, call Marie 
at 408-3704877. 
COLLEGE STUDENT 
-ro  DO" UST 
_Register for class _Roommate 
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy 
books _FiND A JOBII _Strike 
up a conversation with that nice 
looking
 person I met at registration. 
"We can't help 
you with every-
thing 
but we may be able to help 
you
 with a job. 
Would you like a position that 
will 
compliment your class schedule?
 
Positions available 
throLghout San 
Jose, Sa/a Cia-a, Fremat &Milpitas. 
VANGUARD
 
SECURITY SERVICES 
Apply M-F 8am-5pm. 
3212 Scott Blvd. 
Santa  Clara 
drier Scott/San
 Tomas. 
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES 
FT/PT positions with infants, 
toddlers, preschool & school age. 
Great advancement and 
growth
 
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed. 
openings. ECE + 
exper. 
preferred.
 
Call Action Day Nurseries. 
408-996-1437. 
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS 
Elem. 
school -age 
recreation  prog., 
P/T from 
2-6pm. M -F 
during 
the 
school year,  turns
 into F/T (or P/7) 
during SUM, crimp wog. XInt. sal.
 
Los Gatos/Srtga,  
Rec. Dept. call 
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not wail 
school year? 
Call  for summer em-
ploymentlifeguads,  camp leaders). 
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? 
Our 129 year-old publishing
 com-
pany. 
Southwestern,  is looking 
to
 
select 8-10 students from SJSU 
to work in our summer program. 
Average profit from summer work: 
$5.766. For 
interview  information 
call (408)241-9903. 
TEACHER: Cupertino Manteseed 
School
 needs
 Class/Daycare
 asst. 
(10:396:30/2:30-6:30)  Elemt. 
age. Benefits.  Call 255-3770. 
TEACHER
 Before 
& After School  
Program, F/T. Paid medical, 
dental & vacation.
 ECE or Rec. 
units  required. Resume to: 
Frederick Ferrer,
 48 Gardner 
Children's Center, 611 Willis Ave. 
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE. 
$35,000/YR. INCOME 
Potential.
 Reading 
books. Toll 
Free 1.800-8 9 8-9 778 Ext. 
R-
2236 for 
details. 
EARN EXTRA CASH 
$
 
up to 
$120/week!
 
Become a Sperm Donor.
 
Healthy
 males, 19.34 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California Cryobank 
415-324-1900,
 M -F. 8-5pm. 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation.
 Desperate 
Asian 
couples 
need your
 help 
to conceive. Can you help? 
Ages
 21-30,
 healthy and 
responsible.  Generous stipend 
and expenses 
paid. Please call 
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
 
BICYCLE MESVENGER SERVICE 
Part-time, am/pm
 shifts,
 flexible
 
hours. 
Serving Downtown
 SanJose 
Inner 
City  Express. Apply in person. 
22 West Saint John,
 San Jose, 
TELEMARKETING 
Sell Calif's best newspapers. 
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm 
7days
 a week. Hourly. plus bonus. 
Near Light Rail, Transit. 
Call Today, Work 
Tomorrow.  
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC. 
Downtown  408-4940200  
Campbell
 
408,364-2700 
Office positions also 
available.  
TRAVEL 
Alift3AD NCWON( Make 
up to $25445/hr. teaching basic
 
conversational English in Japan 
Taiwan,
 or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 
required. For information call: 
1-206-971-3570 ext.
 
160412. 
ALASKA SUMNER 131PLOYMENT - 
Students Needed! Fishing Indus. 
try. Earn up to  53.000-$6.000+ 
per month. Room and Board! 
Transportation! Male or Female. 
No experience necessary. Call 
1-206-971-3510 ext A60413. 
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
mailing 
our  curculars. 
For info 
call 
1-301-3064207.
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
HOME MAILERS 
WANTED!  
$500/week
 possible. Write: 
Future Quest, Box 
15199  San 
Diego,
 CA 92175. 
SCHOLARSHIPS
 
$1,000 stutstur 
SCHOLARSRPSI  
$1,000  scholarships and various 
awards
 sponsored by Packaging
 
Industry! Enroll in 
Packaging  for 
eligibility.
 Scholarships available for 
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates 
receive 5 or more job offers. 
Starting salaries from
 
$30k+.  
For details, contact Dr. Jorge 
Marcondes, 
Packaging
 Program 
Coordinator at 408/9243210, 
IS 207 or CCB 203. 
FREE MONEY For 
Your  Education! 
Apply for your share in millions of 
unclaimed 
private sector aid. Call 
Scholarship  Resource Services.
 
408-261-8676. 
COLLEGE 
FINANCIAL
 NEED? 
We can help. Private money 
No pay back. For 
details,  cali 
510-632-0835 or 
510-471-8667.
 
Certain advertisements In 
these cohsoris
 may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or 
addresses  for 
addltIonal Information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, 
when  making 
these further contacts,
 they 
should require complete 
Information before 
sending
 
money
 for goods ar services. 
In addition, readers should 
carefully Investigate all firms 
offering employment listings 
arcoupons for discount
 
realms or merchandise. 
SERVICES
 
PROFESSIONAL
 GUITARIST 
now 
accepting students who 
wish to 
excel  in playing
 
guitar 
or
 bass.
 
All  
levels welcome: Beginning, 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any 
style:  Jazz, Blues. Rock, 
Fusion, 
Funk.  Reggae. or Folk. 
Call 
Bill  at 408-298-6124. 
WRITING HE). Fast professional 
editing,  rewriting, ghostwriting. 
Essays, letters, application 
statements, proposals,
 reports. 
etc. 
For more info,
 
please  cart
 
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E -Mail. 
WRITING
 ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades
 when help is just a 
call 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research & writing. Tutorial also 
avail.  Friendly. caring, confidential. 
Convenient  Peninsula
 
location.
 
Dissertation/thesis specialist. 
Samples & references available.
 
Chinese & 
other langs. spoken. 
Foreigners 
welcome!  Call today 
for free 
phone  consultation: 
(415) 5250505...aar for Dana
 
COCHRELL'S 
PROFESSIONAL  RESUMES. 
Member of 
Professional  
Association
 of Resume Writers. 
Reasonable Rates. 356-6782. 
CRIME 
PREVENTION  INFORMATiCN
 
1 -900 -622-COPS 
Personal
 Safety 
Home
 
security  
Vehicle
 security 
Child 
safety 
Consumer 
assist  
information
 
$1.70. min. (9
-min max) 
18
 yrs. / Touch tone phone
 
THE 
COP -LINE. 
Morgan  Hill. CA. 
Bus. Ph./ 4086835723. 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY. 
Assistance with Visas and Green 
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call 
Tamara Daney  415-267-7267.
 
HEALTH & 
BEAUTY  
MEN 
& WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, 
waxing, tweezing 
or using 
chemicals.  Let us perma-
nentN 
remove your unwanted hair. 
Back- Chest- Lip 
Bikini 
- Chin -
tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive
 
15%  discount. First appt. 
1/2 
price  if 
made  
before 6-31-96. 
Hair 
Today  Gone Tomorrow,  621 E 
Campbell
 Ave. #17. Campbell. 
(406) 379-3500. 
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis is the 
answer!!  
I remove hair from 
any 
where  
on your body, from facial hair
 to 
bikini area. Call 
for appointment. 
Camelia's 
Electrolysis  Place. 
1190 Lincoln. San
 Jose,  9939093. 
Mon
-Sat./  Free Cons. /Eve appts. 
All 
Students  Receive 20% Discount.
 
ELECfROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted  hair removed
 forever.
 
Specialist.  Confidential.  
Your
 own probe or 
disposable.  
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose 
247-7486.
 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL 
RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES 
CALL  408-924-3277 
Mat your 
ad 
here.  Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers.
 
punctuation
 & spaces between words 
I 
I 
I  
I I 
ri 
OD_LI   
ODOLIODDD 
DEOLJ_JI H  IL1 
D LI inu    
I  
I 
L   
LOODLJDOTI  
FlL 1H1JD  
FILL= 
LiFiriEi LinI JO 
DOPE 
DUNELIL] 
I  I 
I  
I 
LI 
I  I 
LII 
Ad Rates:
 3
-line  minimum 
Ono 
Two Throe 
Day 
DIY*
 
Days
 
3 News 
$8 
$7
 $9 
4 Naas 
$6 
$11 
$10 
Naas $7 
$9 
$11 
6 Nowa SS $10 $12 
$1
 
for
 each additional line. 
Four Flys 
Days Days 
$11 $13 
$12 
$14 
$13 $15 
$14 $16 
After the Nth day, rate inarawsas by $1 par day. 
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge 
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for
 
$3 each 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 
lines: $70  10-14 
lines: $90 
15-19 
lines:
 
$110  
Nivne
 
A01,0,5 
("4 A 1"ore 
Send check or money order lo 
Spartan Daily Claselltede 
$an  Jose State Unlvereft 
San Joe& CA 05192414S 
MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209 
II Deadline 10 CO a m two weekdays before publication 
MI All ads are prepaid 
 
No 
refunds on cancelled ads 
 Rates for consecutive publications dates 
only  
 QUESTIONS?
 CALL I405) 526-3277 
Please check I 
one 
classification:  
_Campus Clubs'    -ousing 
Greek Messages* wed Housing* 
Events* _Fleai 
Estate  
Announcements. _Servces 
_Lost and
 Found" 
_HealthlBeauly  
_Volunteers* _Sports/Thrills* 
_For Sale* 
_Insizance
 
_Autos For Sale* 
_Entertainn,-
_Computers Etc.* 
_Travel 
_Wanted*
 
_TutOregT
 
_Employment _Word Processing 
_Opportunities
 
_Scholarships 
 Special student rates available 
for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line  ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in 
0BH209,  between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
 
**Lost & Found ads are offered
 
free, 3 lines for 3 days,  as a service to the campus community.  
WORD  PROCESSING
 
EXPERT 
WORD PROCESSORS.
 
Sceoce & English 
papers/theses  
Our specialty. Laser printing. Free 
spell check
 and 
storage.  APA. 
Turabian and other 
formats.
 
Resumes,
 editing,
 graphics
 
and other 
services
 available. 
Masterson's Word 
Processing.
 
Ca Paul a Virginia 
40E3251-0449.  
CALL MARCIA 26641448 
Word 
Processing Service/Fax 
Editing/Format Specialist
 for 
Term 
Papers/Projects/Resumes  
APA  Tumblers  MIA 
Grammar,
 Sentence Structure 
Nursing/Soc.Work/English/History 
International SludentsWelcoms
 
Close to SJSU Campus. 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
Professional Word 
Processing!
 
Theses,
 Term Papers. Nursing & 
Group Projects,  Resumes, Letters,
 
Manuscripts,  etc. WordPerfect 5.1, 
HP Laser  II.
 NI formats,
 specializing 
in APA. Spelling,
 
punctuation
 and 
grammatical editing. Free disk 
storage. 
All  work guaranteed!  
Worry
 free, dependable and prompt 
service.
 To avoid disappointment, 
call
 now to 
reserve
 your time! 
Call
 PAM 247.2681
 
(Etam-8orn).
 
NANCY'S COMPUTER SERVICES 
"Resumes
 *Term Papers 
"Letters *Tape 
Transcriptions  
20 years
 experience. 
Low 
Rates!  
408/297-3341. 
THE 
PERFECT.FeessumPAPER
 
"Research
 Papers 
*Manuscripts. etc 
Worked with 
SJSU
 
Stucer   s
 
is 
Faculty 
for 
over  15 years. 
Quick 
Turnaround  10 minutes from SJSU. 
All work 
guaranteed.
 Call 
Jane
 
front 8arn6pm
 
@1408)937-0373.
 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, term 
papers,  group 
projects,
 resumes,
 mini 
crcnicro
 
cassette transcription. All 
formats.  
Fax 
available. Experienced, 
dependable,
 Quick 
return.
 
Almaden/Branham 
area 
Cali
 
Linda  408-2644504.
 
COMPUTERS
 ETC. 
RDLUILIFACTURED 
hiewien-Packaro Computer Product&
 
90 Day 
Warranty 
Vectra 486, various models 
Laserlet II and 
III, all 
models  
OfficeJet  and OfficeJet  LX 
Fax 900 and 950 
Call 
for 
pricing 
(800) 887-9654 
MasterCard/Visa
 
$S
 WE PAY TOP CASH 155 
"For Old, 
Used Computer 
Memory  
&CPU's.
 
"We Buy/Tradem/Sell
 
Memory
 
for
 IBM/MAC/SUN. 
1-800-808-8356.  
ADVERTISE 
SPARTAN DAILV
 
CLASSIFIEDS!
 
DAILY 
CROSSWORD
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answers will appear in the next issue. 
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ATTigimplitimpgr.,  
Accountants
 Inc. 
Adaptec,  Inc. 
Adobe Systems Inc.
 
Advanced  
Micro  Devices,
 Inc. 
Aerotek, Inc. 
Alta Therapies 
Altera
 
Corp.  
ALZA Corp. 
Amdahl Corp. 
American
 Cancer Society 
Iterican
 Red Cross 
erican 
Lung Association 
keriCorps
 
ersen 
Consulting  
LLP  
to Computer, Inc. 
 
Applied Materials 
Aromat Corp.
 
Aspect 
Telecommunications  Corp. 
lel
 
Corp.  
k 
of America NT & SA 
Networks,
 Inc. 
Bechtel
 
Corp.  
lel
 Consulting Inc. 
rkeley Police Dept. 
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. 
Blockbuster Videei-; 
Bose
 Corp.
 
Broderbund  
Software/Bann  
CA Air National
 Guard 
CA Air 
Resources
 Boar 
CA 
Dept. 
of
 
CA
 Fran 
State 
State 
Water  
is 
HI9h 
Cost 
Community Companiorailr 
Compression Labs, Inc. 
Consulting Psychologists Press,
 Inc. 
Cougar Components 
DBStar,
 Inf. 
Denver Police Dept. 
Enterprise  Rent.A-Car 
Entertainment,
 
Etak, Inc. 
' 
Fairmont  Ho 
Fl 
Ge
 
Ge 
NASA Ames 
Research  Cente 
NEC 
America  
NEC  
Electronics
 Inc. 
National
 Semiconductor 
Corp.  
Nelson  Human Resource 
Solutions
 
'Network
 Equipment 
Technologies
 (N.E.T.) 
New 
United  
Motor  Manufactu 
Nordstrom
 
Northwestern
 Mutual 
Life - 
Novacare,  Inc. 
Novell Inc. 
Novellus 
Systems,  Inc. 
OPTI  
Inc. 
- 
Office D 
Olde 
Disc 
rthopa
 
Pacific
 
ramoun  
ce 
Corps 
rkin Elmer-Agp
 
San  Jose State University 
SPARTAN  DAILY 
10 
a.m. to 3 p.m.
 
SJSU 
Event 
Center  
Starbudcs
 Celle 
Stryker Encloscopy 
Sun Microsystems 
Sweet
 
Sy 
,TTI. 
